
You must come to terms with your own God-given 
uniqueness and personality. Shame-based thinking 
must be uprooted. All of the painful events of 
your past must be uncovered beneath the Godly 
oversight of a professional therapist who knows 
how to minister emotional healing prayer for you. 

You will need to understand that your trans-gender 
thoughts, feelings, and behaviors are your chosen 
method of escaping your present reality. You are 
running away from that which brings you pain. 
Your attachment to the world of the opposite 
gender is your way of detaching from your sense 
of being rejected as a viable member of your God-
prescribed gender. 

You will need to admit that you are fl awed in your 
inward self-view, which gives rise to those all-too-
common feelings of insecurity and ineptness, or 
disdain for members of your own gender. In order 
to feel better about yourself, you have adapted 
early childhood experimentation into a set of life-
controlling behaviors.

You will need to come to admit that only your 
Creator can repair the emotional damage done. Of 
course God uses people and events to restore us; to 
help us understand what we are fl eeing from...and 
need to do in order to stop detaching from our own 
gender, resulting in inner peace.

You will need to begin to embrace and thank God 
for your gender identity, not reject it. 

What sorts of things must 
someone struggling with these 

issues face to seek healing?

and steps of healing
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A total devotion to facing the truths about how 
this condition came into being in the fi rst place and 
a total departure from the post modernist’s view of 
gender and sexuality.

Adopting the attitude that God, our Creator, 
knows of nothing beyond what His redemptive work 
will remedy.

Being entirely honest with yourself and others 
about your current struggles.

Making peace with your past, forgiving and being 
willing to be forgiven.

Becoming 100% involved in long-term, intensive 
Faith-Based counseling and accountability.

Choosing to embrace your God-given gender, 
thanking God for who you are.                                                                     

Every one is infl uenced by the way they think, feel 
and act. Are you putting aside what God’s will is for 
your life to serve ‘self’ instead of the Creator?  The 
world hears many voices shouting many different 
directions. For example ‘Be true to yourself” “Do 
it your way” or “Just do it.” In the midst of all the 
directions the world has capability to cause great 
confusion within a person. Confusion comes from the 
one who desires more then anything to destroy you.  
It is the will of Father God for you to ‘listen’ to his 
voice. He is the one who loves you and knows what 
is best for you.

Accomplishing Healing 
Requires...



Th e reasons for gender confusion are as many 
as there are gender-confused-people. But in 
each circumstance there is a “tear in the human 
soul.” Th ere is a growing longing to be like the 
opposite gender in dress, behaviors, attitudes, 
interests, and relationships. I say “growing,” for 
it evolves as a person experiences life. In most 
cases, it is not a sudden self-realization erupting 
from nowhere; but it is rather a slowly evolving 
self-understanding which is silently incubating 
from very early childhood, most usually prior 
to the child’s fi ft h birthday. 

Th e one primarily oriented toward seeking, 
however, is most likely to hold in his mind, 
even subconsciously, an image of the object or 
state of mind he desires. Th e seeker’s focus, or 
lifestyle orientation, tends to refl ect his or her 
own self-serving human nature instead of God’s 
image or desire for him.

Healing occurs when you deal with the 
unhealed emotional wounds of your past; those 
interpersonal connections of which failed; and 
the emotional distancing that occurred in the 
determination to run away from the perceived 
source of your emotional pain.

Healing happens when you put an end to 
defi ning yourself as “diff erent” and “a member of 
the opposite gender” because of your natural in-
born temperament and natural interests, which 
created an inward desire to do those things which 
are naturally ascribed to the opposite gender. Th is 
has much more to do with one’s God-prescribed 
uniqueness than it has to do with some kind of 
genetic fl aw.

“Healing occurs in your life when you realize 
that you are a spiritual being and your body is 
perfect as you were created by God. He created 
you as you are for a purpose, because He has a 
wonderful plan for your life as you are.  He loves 
you and wants you to have the life He planned. 
He knows the joy you will experience if you 
accept His plans in the form and body you were 
created to have.”

Healing begins with the desire to become 
reconciled with early, unresolved childhood 
emotional wounds; events in early developmental 
years which threatened or undermined a person’s 
feelings of security, peace, warmth, comfort, and 
a secure sense of being deeply, unconditionally 
and uniquely loved. 

Healing unfolds as a result of discovering what 
the fi rst formative years of life were like in the 
care of one’s parents, which led to the security or 
insecurity of the child. Th e end-purpose is not to 
fi nd fault with the parents and blame them for all 
one’s choices; but rather to discover the obvious 
interruptions to one’s basic trust level and the 
concurrent developmental structure of one’s own 
sense of personal gender/sexual identity.

Healing results when you come to terms with the 
“root causes” for your life-choices and the reasons 
for your fi rst experimentation with clothes and 
activities of the opposite gender. Th e fi rst and 
foremost restorative issues have to do with coming 
to terms with, “What caused the early childhood 
disruption of basic trust, bonding with the same-
sex parent, and the separation anxiety resulting 
from one’s insecurity within the family; as well 
as the inward view of one’s own sexual/gender 
status?” When the foundations of a healthy self-
view are fractured in the fi rst seven years of life, it 
results in poor foundations for healthy adolescent 
development.

Steps Toward Healing

God First Chose UsYou Are Not Alone


